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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Explain how VR can wow stakeholders, bring design to life, tell compelling
narratives and add value to all project types
Use Autodesk Stingray, Revit Live, 3DS Max and Infraworks 360 to create their
own VR experiences
Follow some basic tips and tricks to optimize their BIM models for use downstream
in VR
Understand key VR concepts including; hardware selection, user interface,
locomotion and performance

Description
Do you want to extend your workflows and use BIM models to create VR experiences that will
wow your clients and project stakeholders? This class will cover how Mott MacDonald, working
with Autodesk consultancy, have been developing our own VR capability using Autodesk
technologies. This class is aimed at architects and engineers with a BIM background but little or
no VR experience. We believe VR can add value to every project type and we will give you an
in-depth look at the processes and workflows we have used to create VR experiences for
Buildings, Transportation, Energy and Water projects. We will start with the basics; VR
hardware and how to prepare BIM models for VR using Stingray, Revit Live and 3DS Max.
Fitting for Las Vegas, we will be ‘upping the ante’ with live demonstrations so we can share with
you the variety ways we have brought our designs to life using video game technology, and how
this is all possible without writing a single line of code.

Speaker(s)
Tom Hughes - Senior Digital Project Specialist
Mott MacDonald
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Tom Hughes is a digital project specialist for Mott MacDonald as part of their global digital team.
With 10 years of industry experience at the forefront BIM and digital technology Tom has been
involved in projects around the world. Tom principally specializes in the application of UK Level
2 BIM requirements, Infrastructure BIM, Autodesk best practice and the application of game
technology to extend BIM workflows. Tom is a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers, a
Building Research Establishment (BRE) Academy BIM member and part of the Autodesk
futures portal for infrastructure and a member of the UK Civil 3D User Group. You can find him
online @bimostb
Toby Foot - Project Specialist - Digital Delivery Services
Mott MacDonald
Toby Foot is a digital project specialist for Mott MacDonald as part of their global digital team.
With over 10 years’ experience as a BIM technician specialising in Revit and Civil 3D, he has
been at the forefront of delivering intelligent 3D models on high profile engineering projects
worldwide. In recent years Toby has lead the development of immersive technology
experiences from BIM models, particularly VR, through Autodesk’s new gaming engine;
Stingray.
Lionel Graf - Implementation Consultant
Autodesk
Lionel Graf is an implementation consultant with the Visualization Consulting Team at Autodesk,
Inc. He has been working for over 14 years in the rail industry as a creative design production
manager. He specializes in creative design visualization and communication, with a deep
knowledge of real-time technologies and processes to achieve high-end visual quality for
aesthetic design communication and real-time design reviews using VRED software, Stingray
game engine, MAYA software, 3ds Max software, and creative field standard software for image
manipulation
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Bringing data from Revit to Stingray

Figure 1 - Standard workflow

Figure 1 - Standard workflowFigure 1 shows the standard workflow that we have been using to
create VR experiences. The top branch of the diagram shows how we have worked with Revit
content, which is processed using Revit Live. The bottom branch shows how Infraworks content
can be sent directly to Stingray using the FBX exchange file format.

Very large projects
During our use of Revit Live we did find that models over 4GB cannot be processed. Figure 2
shows an alternative workflow when working with large models. Open native Revit File with 3DS
Max and choose to optimize the scene by materials. When working with larger models further
optimization can be done in Max to minimize the object count. The drawback of this workflow is
that BIM object properties are not transferred through to Stingray.

Figure 2 - Alternative Workflow for large models
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VR Tutorials

Figure 3 - Tutorial overview
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Autodesk Stingray User Interface

Figure 4 - Stingray UI

Level Viewport
Navigation around the level viewport is similar to other Autodesk software;
• Left click selects, holding and dragging creates a selection box
• Clicking and dragging the middle mouse drags the scene around in the current plane
• Clicking and dragging right mouse pans the scene around the "camera"
• Scrolling the middle mouse wheel zooms in and out relative to the "camera".
• Alt + clicking and dragging right mouse zooms in and out with more granularity around
the mouse cursor
• Alt + clicking and dragging and dragging left click pans the scene around the mouse
cursor

Level Flow
Navigation around the Level Flow is similar to image editing programmes;
• Left click selects, holding and dragging creates a selection box
• Clicking and dragging middle mouse moves the flow.
• Scrolling the middle mouse zooms in and out around the mouse cursor
• Alt + clicking and dragging right mouse zooms in and out with more granularity around
the mouse cursor
• Right click opens up the context menu

Asset Browser, Explorer, Layers, Create
This behaves in the same way as a regular explorer window;
• Left click selects, holding and dragging creates a selection box.
• Middle mouse scrolls up and down.
• Right click opens up the context menu.
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Tutorial 1: Revit to Live to Stingray
The most efficient way to process Revit data for the use in Stingray is to use Revit Live.
Revit Live will process your Revit file in the cloud and produce an Autodesk Live (.lvmd) file
which you can explore with the Autodesk Live Editor. During this process Autodesk Live will
upgrade some of the basic textures to advanced rendering textures and upgrade object families
such as doors, windows and trees automatically.

Step 1 - Process your Revit file to Revit Live by following Autodesk's guide
The Autodesk Live Editor will allow you to explore your project directly on a monitor or in VR but
with limited functionality. Autodesk have published a basic tutorial which shows how to bring
that into Stingray as follows:

http://area.autodesk.com/blogs/max-station/a4-opening-revit-live-file-into-stingray
This handout documents how we have used this process to add Revit models to our own
company Stingray Template.

Step 2 - Extract the .lvmd file using a zip extraction tool

Figure 5 - Uncompressed .lvmd

You may have to change the extension to .zip first. Once the .lvmd file is uncompressed you will
get the result shown in Figure 5.

Step 3 - Create a new stingray project
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Figure 6 - Stingray Templates

Projects can be created using pre-defined templates. This handout will work through using the
Mott MacDonald VR template for HTC Vive.
Figure 6 shows the base VR templates for HTC Vive, Oculus, Gear and Google

Step 4 - Copy data from Live to Stingray
When a new project is created; Stingray creates three folders within the project folder
<project_name>:

<project_name>/<project_name>
<project_name>/<project_name>_data
<project_name>/<project_name>_wwise
Copy the "data" folder from the extracted live file (see step 2) into the
<project_name>/<project_name> folder.
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Figure 7- 'Data' copied into project_name>project_name folder

Step 5 - Refresh the project in Stingray
Press F5 to refresh the Stingray project to and load the new assets in the project asset browser.

Step 6 – Select the level file
Within the Stingray Asset Browser navigate to <your project>/data/<projectID> and select the
.level file.

Figure 8 - Level file within imported data
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Step 7 – Move imported level into Content>Levels
As a Game Engine, Stingray organises scenes in terms of levels. It is best practice to keep all
levels there the content>levels folder.
Move (by clicking and dragging) this file into the content/levels folder. Make a note of the name
and location of this file.

Figure 9 - Imported level in levels folder
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Tutorial 2: Infraworks to FBX
Step 1 - Export 3D Model

Figure 10 - Infraworks Export 3D Model

Settings & Utilities > Export 3D Model

Step – Export settings for VR
Figure 11 shows the recommended export settings for VR use:
1.

Extent
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Choose model extent to export by polygon, bounding box or the entire model. For optimum VR
performance limit the exported scene to only the data require for the VR experience you are
creating.
2. Target Coordinate System
To allow 3DS Max and Stingray to make a correct interpretation of coordinate system it is best
practice to specify Origin as Model to offset the coordinate system to the lower right corner of
the specified zone.
3. Target Files
Select Multiple Files option as this will allow further optimization of the model for its use
with Stingray.
4. Options
Choose to export Materials/Texture and Merge Objects with the same texture.

Figure 11 - Export settings
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Tutorial 3: Importing FBX Assets to Stingray
Step 1 - Create a new stingray project

Figure 12 - Stingray Templates

Projects can be created using pre-defined templates. This handout will work through using the
Mott MacDonald VR template for HTC Vive.
Figure 6 shows the base VR templates for HTC Vive, Oculus, Gear and Google

Step 2 - Create an import folder for Infraworks FBX
When a new project is created; Stingray creates three folders within the project folder
<project_name>:

<project_name>/<project_name>
<project_name>/<project_name>_data
<project_name>/<project_name>_wwise
In the Asset Browser browse to <project_name>/<project_name>/data and create a directory in
there called infraworks_fbx folder.

Step 3 – IMPORT FBX
Make sure the infraworks_fbx folder is still active in the asset browser then click the ‘IMPORT’ button
and browse to the desired FBX file.
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The following setting are recommended when importing . Once you hit import you will have to wait for
the files to compile (progress is shown in the progress bar in the bottom right of Stingray).

Figure 13 - Import FBX settings

The importer will compile assets into .unit files with the same file names as the FBX files and in the same
folder (/data/infraworks_fbx). These .unit files will be used in latter tutorials.
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Tutorial 4: Setting up the Human Scale Level
Setting up a Human Scale Level will allow users to have a full scale experience of the digital
model which can be populated with viewpoints pins.
Navigation is enhanced with a teleport function enabling users to jump from one place to
another using the VR controllers thumb pad.
This level can be populated and enhanced with any type of data or entourage.

Figure 14 - An example building at human scale

Step 1 – Copy flow from an existing level template
Browse to content/levels in the Asset Browser and double click the vr_human_scale level to
open the level in the Level Viewport. Click the Level Flow tab next to Level Viewport to open up
the Level Flow for the vr_human_scale setup. Click and drag a box around the flow and copy
the flow to the clipboard using CTRL+C
Note that this tutorial is using the vr_human_scale setup in the Mott MacDonald VR template.
This approach can be used using the base templates in Stingray or VR templates that meet the
specific requirement of you own organization.
Once a template has been created it can be used without any need to write code.
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Figure 15 - Example Level Flow in MM template

Step 2 – Paste flow into new level
Open the new level (content/levels/rac_basic_sample_project if you followed the previous
Tutorial 1: Revit to Live to Stingray), switch to the Level Flow view and paste in the level flow
using CTRL+V.
This sets up the programming flows from the template that drive logic and interaction within the
level.
rename rac_basic_sample_project to vr_human_scale_tutorial
delete vr_human_scale

Step 3 – Delete light units
Open the vr_human_scale_tutorial level and under Explorer delete all units in the Lights
category.
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Step 4 – Open the Level Viewport
Browse to content/levels in the Asset Browser and double click the vr_human_scale level to
open the level in the Level Viewport.

Step 5 – Add .unit files into the Level Viewport
Browse to the location of your project assets that you have previously imported in the Asset
Browser ("/data/infraworks_fbx" if you followed the Tutorial 3: Processing and Importing your
assets into Stingray). Drag and drop the .unit files into the Level Viewport.

Step 6 – Set translation, rotation & scale
Select each of the unit's in turn in the Explorer Tab and under Transform in the Property Editor
set the Translation to 0, 0, 0, the Rotation to 0, 0, 0 and the Scale to 1, 1, 1.

Figure 16 - Translation, rotation & scale

Step 7 – Duplicate, rename and delete
Right click on vr_human_scale in and duplicate it,
Rename the duplicated level to vr_human_scale_tutorial
Delete vr_human_scale level
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Tutorial 5: Setting up the Meeting Room Level
In this virtual meeting room, users will be able to walk around the project and be introduced to
project general aspects.
The coloured wall can be personalized with Mott Macdonald accent colour. Other walls can be
populated with projects facts and figures.
The table at the centre of the room is there to receive a scaled digital model which can be
details with information flags to support project story telling.

Figure 17 - Table & scaled digital model

Viewpoints pins can be placed to jump into the human-scale model and experience the full scale
digital model at this position.
A variant functionality is pre-configured to allow the demonstration of several versions of the
project. This will be achieved by switching between multiple units.

Figure 18 – Virtual meeting room
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Step 1 – Change Level Node

Open the vr_room level from the Asset Browser and switch to the Level Flow view. You will see the level
flow which is represented below as a series of boxes. Zoom into the Change Level Node (ringed below)
using your mouse scroll wheel.

Figure 19 - Change level node

Step 2 – Level selection
The Change Level node sets the logic for which level we will jump to for the human scale model.
By default the template chooses the vr_human_scale model. We want to select our human
scale model that we brought over from Autodesk Live. Click on the ringed button below to open
up the level selection box.
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Figure 20 - Level selection

Step 3 - Update change level
Click on the level we want to use for our human scale level (vr_human_scale_tutorial) and
hit ok. This will change the flow to jump to our chosen level rather than the default level from
the template. This should be reflected in the Change Level node and it should update to
reflect the chosen level.

Figure 21 - Updated change level
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Step 4 – Duplicate level
In the Asset Browser right click the vr_human_scale_tutorial and click duplicate, this will create
a copy of the level called vr_human_scale_tutorial1. This will be our model on the table (you
need to duplicate it because if you try using the level you're jumping into you will get a reference
error). Rename this to something appropriate like vr_human_scale_tutorial_roomscale

Step 5 – Add level to level viewport
Open the vr_room level and switch to the Level Viewport. From the Asset Browser click and
drag in the vr_human_scale_tutorial_roomscale level into Level Viewport. On the right, under
explorer right click content/levels/vr_human_scale_tutorial_roomscale, select Move to Layer and
select Project to make it visible (it will look massive as it's one to one scale)

Step 6 – Rescale to fit table
On the bottom left of the screen under Property Editor - Transform set Translate to 0, 0, 1 and
set Scale to 0.02 to make it a reasonable size and floating above the table (these values will
need to be adjusted to suit if you are using other project files).

Figure 22 - Scaling level to fit table

Step 7 – Position the scaled level
The model will be floating above the table above a blue model (leftover from the template),
select the model you have just brought in, select the move tool and clicking and dragging the
axis arrows, move it somewhere appropriate on the table.

Figure 23 - Move tool
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Figure 24 - Level viewport

Step 8 – Clean up
In the Explorer Tab delete "Project 1" and "Project 2", right click on "Project" and move it to a
new layer. In the Explorer Tab switch from Explorer View to Layers View by either pressing "L"
on the keyboard or clicking the "Select View" button and clicking "Layers". In this view the new
layer we have created is just called Layer and only has the project unit inside it. Click the eye
button to hide this layer and the unit inside it.

Figure 25 – Hide layers

Step 9 – Set transform properties
Set the Transform Properties (Translate, Rotate, Scale) of "project" unit to be the same as the
content/levels/vr_human_scale_tutorial_roomscale levelreference. Stingray will use the "project"
unit as a reference point for its viewpoints.

Step 10 – Register model variants
Switch to the Level Flow tab for the vr_room level and zoom into the following area.
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Figure 26 - Level Flow

Figure 27 - Register model variants

You'll see that the model variants flows were set up for the three dummy variants, and as we
have deleted project 1 and project 2 the "Level Unit" nodes on the left haven't got anything set
for them. Select the bottom two levels of flows and delete them, we aren't going to use them in
this level. (if you are using a different unit name for your model, make sure the correct unit is
selected in the "Level Unit" flow node.)
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Figure 28 - Bottom two flows deleted

Step 11 – Set Navmarkers
Switch back to the Level Viewport you can now position the three Navmarkers to where you
want to teleport to in the model using the movement tools.
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Tutorial 6: Testing and Deploying Standalone Stingray Solution
Test your level by clicking the Green Play button or the entire project by clicking on the Grey
Gamepad button. If you get an error message then chances are something in the Level Flow
hasn't been set-up correctly. You'll have to debug this like any other bit of software development
(Google is your friend); the difference is that because Flow is a Visual Programming Language
there is less that can go wrong (no missing end brackets or semi-colons here).

Figure 29 - Play and Gamepad button

If you're happy with the level and there are no error messages then you can deploy the project
as a standalone game. Deploying means the solution does not require Stingray to be open or
installed, and runs on any machine which has SteamVR and an HTC Vive correctly set up and
plugged in.

Step 1 - Deployer
Deploy by clicking Window->Deploy and Connect->Deployer.

Figure 30 - Deployer Window

Step 2 – Deployer settings
Choose a destination and a project title, keep Configuration as Development, as we are using
custom plugins, and click Package Project for Windows.
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Step 3 – Test run
The deployment can be run by double clicking the .exe file in the "win64\release" folder.
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Virtual Reality Content Creation Best Practice
Best practice for Virtual Reality is all driven to increase immersion and to reduce motion
sickness.

Room Scale
We recommend Room Scale experiences as a minimum standard for virtual reality. Room Scale
allows users to explore spaces in a more natural way than basic head tracking and lends itself
to our best practice for locomotion.
The rate of development of Virtual Reality has been staggering over the past few years. With 612 month cycles of improvement instead of the 2 year cycle that normally encounter for
business as usual systems. We have seen a move from basic Head Tracking to the current
standard of Room Scale Tracking to the next generation of untethered systems and the future
convergence of VR, AR and MR systems in World Scale.
Head tracking is limiting as it only follows the rotation of your head. The locomotion that is
required to navigate around spaces with head tracking only lends itself to a poor experience and
is below the best practice we recommend.

Locomotion
We only recommend locomotion techniques where the rotation of the player character is
controlled solely by the tracking of the headset.

We recommend:

•
•
•
•

Free teleportation
Point-of-View (POV) guided teleportation
Architects model on a table (scale change)
Guided movement in the confines of a virtual vehicle

•
•

Free movement
Fly through

We do not recommend

Performance
Performance can largely be measured by the frame-rate that can be delivered, and is affected
by a variety of things:
• Hardware
• Model size
• Model optimisation
HTC Vive recommend experiences are delivered at 90FPS minimum, this can be tested on the
Stingray Level Viewport by selecting View -> Performance HUD -> FPS
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Figure 31 - Performance HUD

The hardware we have chosen is designed to deliver high performance. We will not dwell too
much on model size or optimisation as these are key skills provided by 3DS Max modellers but
if you are interested in finding out more than the following topics are worth researching:
• Segmenting models
• Reducing number of polygons
• Level of Detail (LoD)

Space and Location
The space required for a VR deployment needs to have at least 2m x 2m of clear floor space
going up to 5m x 5m, ideally the larger the better. If the space is within a meeting room tables
and chairs must be movable to accommodate the VR configuration. Reflective surfaces and
glass do not work very well with the HTC Vive light-houses and as such spaces with multiple
windows and or glass walls should be avoided if possible. Bear in mind implications around data
privacy and confidentiality for the purpose of the deployment. For safety, the floor should be
non-slip.

IT and Office Facilities Enablement
Ideally a large HD TV can be used to allow those not inside the VR environment to see what is
happening, this only needs to be a TV with an HDMI input.

Lighthouses
Lighthouses are the Base Station's used to track the HTC Vive Head Mounted Display and
Controllers. Although they communicate to the rest of the system wirelessly they need to be
installed and have their own wired power supply. For locating exactly where the Lighthouse's
should go please refer to steps 2-4 of the Official HTC Vive Installation Guide. Each Lighthouse
requires its own socket capable of outputting 100-240V @ 2A.
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Permanent/semi-permanent deployment
The Lighthouses for a fixed deployment should ideally be mounted directly to a wall or ceiling.
Power for the base stations should be routed through the ceiling tiles. If the socket itself is not
accessible to the end users it is recommended that a second power supply is used to allow the
setup to be removed for deployment elsewhere.

Mobile deployment
For a mobile deployment the Lighthouse's should be mounted on top of light stands with ballheaded mounts as described in the accessories section of the VR Hardware Guide. The light
stands must be located in such a place that they are not at risk of being knocked or pushed
over. The power supplies in this case should be located near the base of the light stands and
cables should be routed/covered to not present a trip hazard.
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Further Reading
For more information on using Stingray and 3DS Max please refer to the following resources:

Autodesk Stingray Knowledge Network
Autodesk Stingray Forums
Autodesk 3DS Max - Maxstation Blog
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